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Background 

The story is set in the days of the Franco-Prussian war. The French district of Alsace and 

Lorraine were captured by Germans. The new master was to come the next day in a school in 

Alsace to teach German in place of French. The story tells the effect of this news on the life at a 

school in Alsace. 

The Story at a Glance 

The prose „The Last Lesson‟ written by Alphonse Daudet narrates about the year 1870 when 

the Prussian forces under Bismarck attacked and captured France. The French districts of 

Alsace and Lorraine went into Prussian hands. The new Prussian rulers discontinued the 

teaching of French in the schools of these two districts. The French teachers were asked to 

leave. The story describes the last day of one such French teacher, M. Hamel. Mr. M. Hamel 

had been transferred and could no longer remain in his old school. Still he gave his last lesson 

to his students with utmost devotion and sincerity as ever. The story depicts the pathos of the 

whole situation about how people feel when they don‟t learn their own language and then 

losing an asset in M. Hamel. One of his students Franz who dreaded French class and M. 

Hamel‟s iron rod, came to the school that day thinking he would be punished as he had not 

learnt his lesson. But on reaching school he found Hamel dressed in Sunday‟s clothes and all 

the old people of the village sitting there. It was due to an order on the bulletin board. That was 

the first day when he realised for the first time that how important French was for him, but it 

was his LAST LESSON in French. 

Dominant Theme Raised in the Text - Linguistic Chauvinism 

„Chauvinism‟ is a devotion for or against something, just based on what you feel (not 

necessarily what you may know).  So, linguistic chauvinism is the idea that one‟s language is 

superior to that of others. This happens generally when the language is that of the ruling class.  

Linguistic chauvinism is the overt preference for one language over others. Language is 

considered to be the cultural identity of a particular group of people who use it.  Hence, 

imposing some other language on the people hammers their emotions and is a step to annex 

their relationship with their culture. The language of any country is the pride of that country. It 

not only defines the culture but also tells us about the people, literature and history of the 

country. Language for some people is just the medium of communication but for others it is the 

question of life and death. 

„The Last Lesson‟ very prominently raises the question of linguistic and cultural hegemony 

(supremacy, control) of the colonial and imperial powers and their lust for controlling the world 

and influencing their cultures and identities. 

The Last Lesson raises the burning question very innocently through the words of little Franz 

that “Will they make them sing in German, even the pigeons?” This raises the question of 

immorality of imposing imperial languages and cultures on the colonies. The child questions 

that when even the birds and animals can‟t be forced to abandon their language and speak 



others then what forces the man to think that it would be prudent to force other human beings to 

forcibly accept any language other than theirs. 

The language of a country is not only a medium of communication for the people but also the 

link for identity, once the native language is snatched away from the people. It‟s not only the 

loss of convenient communicating medium but also the loss of identity for people for what they 

have been and what they might become. When a small child like Franz can think of the 

irrationality behind snatching away the right of language and identity from people then why 

can‟t the war lords and colonizers understand the fact? 

Answer the following in about 30-40 words. 

1. What was the narrator‟s greatest fear as he walked towards the school? 

2. What thoughts ran across Franz‟s mind as he walked towards the school? 

3. What did Franz notice that was unusual about the school that day? 

4. What was the „thunderclap‟ the narrator received as M. Hamel began the lesson? 

5. How did Franz‟s feelings towards school work and school books suddenly change? 

6. Why had the villagers occupied the back benches of the class that day? 

7. „We‟ve all a great deal to reproach ourselves with‟. What does M. Hamel mean by these 

words? 

8. How did the people react when they realised that they will never be able to learn their 

language? 

9. How was M. Hamel‟s last class different from his previous classes?  

10. The people in the story suddenly realize how precious their language is to them. What shows 

you this? Why does this happen? 

Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow: 

Q1. How it must have broken his heart to leave it all, poor man; to hear his sister moving about 

in the room above, packing their trunks! For they must leave the country next day.  

a) Who are „they‟ here? 

b) Why is M. Hamel heartbroken? 

c) Why do they have to leave the country? 

d) Who is packing the trunks? 

 

Q2. Then, as I hurried by as fast as I could go, the blacksmith, Watcher, who was there, with his 

apprentice, reading the bulletin, called after me, “Don‟t go so fast, bub; you‟ll get to your school in 

plenty of time!” 

a) Who is „I‟ here? 

b) Why was „I‟ in a hurry? 

c) Who was reading the bulletin? 

d) Why did the blacksmith call after him? 

 

Long Answer Questions 

Introduction ....two sentences...- name of the lesson and author, and the theme......body (1 

- 2 paragraphs) 



1. When a people are enslaved, as long as they hold fast to their language it is as if they had the 

key to their prison. Comment. 

Mother tongue helps a person to express feelings and thoughts -Conquerors try to subdue -

control the people -enforcing measures such as imposing their own language- the enslaved 

natives victims of a restrained life -no hope of breathing freely in their own motherland- such 

times of enslavement, -language, the mother tongue which keeps identity alive- key to their 

prison as the mother binds them together- constantly reminds them of their enslavement -brings 

them together urging them to fight for the liberation-. M. Hamel, reminds his countrymen to 

safeguard their language to liberate themselves and maintain their identity. 

 

2. The people of Alsace and Lorraine did not understand how education could mould one‟s life 

and personality and they avoided sending their children to school. Keeping this in mind, write 

an article in 100 words on “The importance of schooling in an individual‟s life”. 

 

Ideal platform to inculcate qualities of mind and body – learns virtues of self-discipline, 

cooperation, team work and caring for others –time management and daily routine makes him 

responsible and grooms him for future life – receives not only education but also hone their 

skills and sharpen their latent faculties - school child‟s second home – learns to interact beyond 

his family – civilised member of the society or country – Alphonse Daudet in The Last Lesson 

– People of Alsace and Lorraine – avoided sending their children to school – field – garden  
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